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            Written by John Nieves on January 10, 202410 Innovative Technologies that Improve Vaping as a Whole
BlogTechnological advancements are constantly reshaping the experience in the world of vaping, making it more enjoyable, convenient, and personalized. Amidst this evolution, the introduction of smaxeliquid promises to revolutionize the vaping experience with its innovative formulation and tantalizing flavors. Here, we’re going to explore 10 innovative technologies that are significantly improving vaping as a whole. Read More

        
        


	                
                    


                               
                    
                
                        			
			
					
				                    
			

			
	    
        
        
            Written by John Nieves on September 2, 2023What Do We Know About CBD Oil on Health?
Science NewsCBD (cannabidiol) is among the chemical compounds known as CBD gummies found in the marijuana plant. Unlike the popular marijuana made by drying the cannabis plant, CBD oil in Canada is made by extracting CBD from Cannabis sativa and then diluted with oil, also referred to as a carrier oil, for example, hemp or coconut Read More

        
        


	                
                    


                               
                    
                
                        			
			
					
				                    
			

			
	    
        
        
            Written by John Nieves on July 6, 2021The Science Behind Vaping
Science NewsThere are several anecdotes about vaping articles pour vapoteurs terrebonne, but what is the science behind vaping? Vaping Vaping is inhaling aerosolized e-liquid through a device. The chemical that the device heats creates a fog-like smoke similar to what traditional cigarettes produce. However, the particles a person inhales through vaping can also damage the lungs, Read More

        
        


	                
                    


                               
                    
                
                        			
			
					
				                    
			

			
	    
        
        
            Written by John Nieves on May 21, 2020Blind People Could Recognize Characters Drawn by Scientists Using Electricity on Their Brains
HealthScientists tried to coax the brains of people by sending patterns of electricity. According to the study published on May 14, this experiment was a success to non-blind and blind participants who had lost their vision in their adulthood.  Despite not being fully developed, there is potential in implanting devices in the brain to stimulate Read More

        
        


	                
                    


                               
                    
                
                        			
			
					
				                    
			

			
	    
        
        
            Written by John Nieves on May 1, 2020Climate Models Foresee that Hurricanes are Stronger
Planet EarthChanges in hurricanes over time are difficult to study. The measurements can’t be easily compared to other measurements. Even though a study has indicated that as the world gets warmer, the hurricanes are getting stronger, it is not 100 percent certain. The journal, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, has released a paper online Read More

        
        


	                
                    


                               
                    
                
                        			
			
					
				                    
			

			
	    
        
        
            Written by John Nieves on May 1, 2020The US Wants to Change the Mining Rules on the Moon
Science NewsSince private companies have helped reduce the costs of launching equipment to space, there is an increased interest to develop space such as mining for raw materials. Nevertheless, the rules are unclear as to who would gain profit. There is no company or country that claims to use space as private property. Due to the Read More

        
        


	                
                    


                               
                    
                
                        			
			
					
				                    
			

			
	    
        
        
            Written by John Nieves on April 21, 2020Evidence of Ancient Nitrogen-rich Martian Underground Found by Scientists in Antarctica
Science NewsIn 1984, explorers discovered tiny pieces of a 4-billion-year-old rock from the Martian surface in Antarctica. Decades following the discovery, many questions surfaced such as the rock coming from Mars. Recently, Japanese researchers studied these meteorites and discovered traces of ancient waters rich with nitrogen and carbon. It was named Allan Hills 840001 based on Read More

        
        


	                
                    


                               
                    
                
                        			
			
					
				                    
			

			
	    
        
        
            Written by John Nieves on April 15, 2020Robotic X-37B Space Plane on a New Mysterious Mission Launched by Space Force
Science NewsOn May 17th, the mysterious X-37B had a successful launch for its sixth mission from Florida. Riding on top of a United Launch Alliance Atlas V rocket, it blasted off at 9:14 in the morning EDT. There was a 24-hour delay with the launch due to poor weather conditions. It is still a secret what Read More

        
        


	                
                    


                               
                    
                
                        			
			
					
				                    
			

			
	    
        
        
            Written by John Nieves on April 11, 2020Crowds of Ancient Bacteria Found Living Underneath the Seafloor of the South Pacific
Planet EarthScientists were shocked to discover massed colonies of bacteria thriving on pieces of organic matter under 100-million-year-old rocks deep in the South Pacific seafloor. One study discovered 10 billion organisms with a single cell crammed in a 1-cubic-centimeter space which is similar to the density of bacteria in the human stomach. Since the samples were Read More

        
        


	                
                    


                               
                    
                
                        			
			
					
				                    
			

			
	    
        
        
            Written by John Nieves on March 26, 2020Ancient Greece’s Incredible Astronomical Breakthroughs
HistoryThe planets go around the sun The earliest heliocentric theory of the solar system explained that the sun was the central fire  and the planets are positioned in the right order with distance around it. Aristarchus of Samos, the one who developed this idea, could have assumed that since the sun was larger than the Read More
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                        About Cerium Science Journal
			Cerium Science Journal gives the best stories from the most fascinating photos and news on the World Wide Web. It can make the science geek in you come out. Aside from that, we are constantly looking for interesting discoveries from various fields. You can learn about dinosaurs, human behavior, nutty physics, health, astronomy, and archeology among many others.
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